Intact first- and second-order implicit sequence learning in secondary-school-aged children with developmental dyslexia.
We examined the influence of task complexity on implicit sequence learning in secondary-school-aged children with developmental dyslexia (DD). This was done to determine whether automatization problems in reading extend to the automatization of all skill and depend on the complexity of the to-be-learned skill. A total of 28 dyslexic children between 12 and 15 years and 28 matched control children carried out two serial reaction time tasks using a first-order conditional (FOC) and second-order conditional (SOC) sequence. In both tasks, children incidentally learned a sequence of hidden target positions, but whereas FOC sequence learning could be based on knowledge about the immediate preceding position, SOC sequence learning required more complex knowledge about the previous two positions. The results demonstrated that sequence learning was highly comparable in dyslexic and control children, regardless of the sequence complexity. This shows that implicit sequence learning, as manifested in the present study, is maintained in DD and is unrelated to task complexity. We suggest that previous reports of sequence-learning deficits in DD can be accounted for by attenuated explicit sequence learning, possibly related to malfunctions in prefrontal processing. The present findings indicate that deficits in skill learning and automatization in DD are not general in nature, but task dependent.